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PACKING
LIST

Downrange will provide all necessary field and tactical EQ, your
ACU uniform top, rain gear, and a fleece jacket should you need
one at night. We tried to keep your personal packing list short. The
following items we felt would be best brought by you for your
comfort and size accuracy. Please keep in mind you have 3.5 days
plus your travel days, so pack accordingly.
Clothing
Shoes. Pants, Socks Underwear. That's it. Please see our
suggestions.
Hiking / Trail Boots
You will want a good pair of hiking or tactical boots since the
walking will be in various terrain and they will get wet. We
recommend at least 3/4 height with Moisture-wicking and
quick-drying features. We wear Saloman or Merrell. But you should
get what ever is most comfortable for you. BREAK THEM IN!
Socks
Get 5 pairs of good socks that do a decent job keeping your feet
from sweating. Something like Nike Dryfit works well. They will
get wet so you will want spares, avoid cotton.

Salomon

Merrell

Nike

Pants
2-3 each Khaki lightweight outdoor/hiking pants are the uniform.
At least 2 pair. 3 if you like clean pants everyday.
Belt
A simple nylon web belt black or green will work.
Under-Layers
4 breathable athletic lightweight short-sleeve tops and underwear
like you would run in—dark colors please. Temps are nice in the
day but can be cool (40's) at night. So if you want a long sleeve,
bring that too. Please bring appropriate colors, black, tan, dark
green OD green, grey as opposed to 80's neon. Under Layer
leggings are optional. If you tend to get cold at night then bring a
pair of running tights to wear under your khaki pants.
Toiletries and Personal Items
Pack items that you would normally travel with. You are staying in
a very nice lodge every night so you can expect normal hotel
amenities. Additional items we recommend you include:
• Wear a watch. Being on time is crucial.
• Baby wipes travel size
• Sunscreen travel size
• Motrin or Advil if you tend to ache or get altitude headaches.
• Airborne Vitamin C tablets 1X day work well to keep you healthy.
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Leggings

Khakis

Nylon Web Belt
Short Sleeve Tees
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